
TruthFinder Response 
6 messages

<support@instantcheckmate.com> Mon, Dec 21, 2020 at 5:26 PM
Reply-to: support@instantcheckmate.com
To: inthemindway@gmail.com

December 21, 2020
Reference Email: inthemindway@gmail.com
 
Dear Martin, 
 
Thank you for reaching out. I’d like to provide you with assistance, but I’m unclear of what the issue is
based on the information you provided. Please provide more details regarding your issue, or you can call
our Customer Support team at 1-800-699-8081. We are available to assist you during regular business
hours, from 7:00am -  7:00pm Pacific time (10:00am - 10:00am Eastern time) Monday - Friday (Holiday
hours may vary.)
 
Respectfully,
 
Gwyneth
Customer Support

 
DISCLAIMER: You may not use our service or the information it provides to make decisions about consumer credit,
employment, insurance, tenant screening, or any other purpose that would require FCRA compliance. TruthFinder
does not provide consumer reports and is not a consumer reporting agency. (These terms have special meanings
under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 USC 1681 et seq., ("FCRA"), which are incorporated herein by reference.)
The information available on our website may not be 100% accurate, complete, or up to date, so do not use it as a
substitute for your own due diligence, especially if you have concerns about a person's criminal history. TruthFinder
does not make any representation or warranty about the accuracy of the information available through our website
or about the character or integrity of the person about whom you inquire. For more information, please review
TruthFinder Terms of Use.

On December 16, 2020, 10:43 AM PST help@mg2.truthfinder.com wrote: 

Dear TruthFinder Customer,

In response to COVID-19, we continue to make support of our customers and associates a top
priority. We’re working closely with our communities, government officials, and local entities to
ensure the well-being of our associates, as well as keep our communities healthy and safe.  
 
Staffing at our customer service centers has been impacted, and as a result, there will be
delays in email response time and our customer support lines.  Therefore, we have established
a method where you can check updated email processing times. Simply follow this link.  All
requests will be processed as of the date that they were received.

mailto:inthemindway@gmail.com
mailto:help@mg2.truthfinder.com
https://u15718722.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=FcvpaptDUBFMFF2KYdS60m8EpqP3xuS0x7K2la2rOu-2FbtJ5k65mBQmKxOKF8xnDm6I6DEgTUHnh1z1lqgOn4Yw-3D-3DyJnz_B-2FrRYYpM9qqNDNVidY-2FmjINXM3f9CGv37WmH70Wd8x46qzB5vgaKi0HjXlBZLOisGDCfxW6ZFxkxMCgxYnQ4GopuP-2BR1yHOAl4QMQapsNOkczrJM2awQZJdURr4hjgayJ7JYMxmANcldKo5c0bGf2zXvyYYDXqlpVj-2F4EhGWLD1aF-2FKY76UAi8APpeyqtf1r8iLPeicytetkyQY2arcsFsjAxltIs5ymCWoRgFJKPss-3D


Our regular hours of operation are daily from 7am - 7pm Pacific time (10am - 10pm Eastern
time) Monday - Friday (holiday hours may vary). We appreciate your patience during this time
and hope that you and your family members remain safe. 

Try our Help site for general questions and common help topics.

Respectfully,
TruthFinder Support

James Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 30, 2020 at 11:07 AM
To: support@instantcheckmate.com

Dear 

Gwyneth
Customer Support

The information i submitted is related to Truthfinder but was not directly addressed To Truthfinder.  

You were included as a CC: as a connective reference to the content that was placed to find some
extensions to the number of contact persons to become publicly aware of the issues that are being
intentionally roadblocked by county and local authorities to include:  San Bernardino Police Department,
San Bernardino County District Attorney's Office and more specifically this recent directed content my
county health Department of Behavioral Health. 

Also includes history of my encounter of attempting to open a 911-Text-Interface to find another route
of.resolves. 
, 

I have been a long term paid member of TruthFinder. 

From this list... you might conclude to say this is a very serious matter, which it is. 

One of the reasons why truthfinder is incorporated into my life is so that I can verify new contacts seem to
get around all sorts of protocols 2 interfere as fraudulent communication intent that are sometimes rather
disturbing. 

I have a public address I need to have a forum for a correction to take place in my life. 

But there is no option here in this County. There is no option till what would seem to me normal is not
normal. 

What would seem to be effective officials doing what would be their jobs are not doing those jobs tasks. 

 Be cutoff from all kinds of effective communication is at the root of this problem.

There is a conspiracy here. 

Yes this has been submitted to the United States Department of Justice. 

https://u15718722.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=FcvpaptDUBFMFF2KYdS60m8EpqP3xuS0x7K2la2rOu-2Bh6dSVJkF3Ir3QAdzJ2z-2Btzw8r_B-2FrRYYpM9qqNDNVidY-2FmjINXM3f9CGv37WmH70Wd8x46qzB5vgaKi0HjXlBZLOistxlpCvQN-2BC29XsvWkAa9mDj-2Bz6MaUAnWf-2FTdkLE886wrsgWXrgcZQefGBX4T8vzcwKzJhwVxWSXafKt3IR7uboinXt2Rtgs80FzCX3WBEMosMDl6wIND0H-2BWpgb3IeBKnF-2BC0b5226Nc6GqFyr07QJIfVF-2FKTt9c7qbE5Rt-2BeMg-3D
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Now I know once you mention that word "conspiracy" all hell goes against the person for just mirror that
speculation. 

But it's more than speculation. 

By knowing what I have put into presentation form... And that my connections with my Mike A Bires former
local police officer for the Azusa Police Department prior to his stint as a sort of celebrity status using the
name across social media as iSocialCop that gained notoriety enough for him to have been given a
popularity standing to establish a law enforcement educational program on the legal and appropriate
established interfaces to the public for on social media called ( http://lawenforcement.social ), 

I live am I now hometown San Bernardino once again. 

I have been encapsulated in a scheme be a targeted individual of gang stalking for 15 years in a perpetual
state of homelessness 

This started in 2005 in Oakland California and it has traveled with me region to region as I attempt to re-
establish services and Doctor provider care in HIV and housing and HIV  government programs. 

Now why should you care? 

Let us first establish the Main phone number for the San Bernardino County District Attorney's office for
which now Mike Bires is the public relations official. 

And then perform a truthfinder report on that main district attorneys Office number!

Check the numbers on yourself this is the absolute truth. 

San Bernardino County District Attorney's Office
1.7 (24)
County Government Office

(909) 382-3800
Phone number

http://justice.gov/
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http://webdomains.realuphuman.net/justice.gov/?C=M;O=A
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https://www.truthfinder.com/dashboard/reports/9093823800 

 you will link to your own sites reports right?

TITLE

Re: [Marxism] California Prosecutor Called Maxine Waters a ‘Loud Mouthed C-Word in
the Ghetto.’ His New Boss Calls it ‘Salty’ Language

PREVIEW

Shaun King, the black rights activist, sent this out through his organization earlier.
There are some e-mail addresses to send complaints. I sent an e-mail. Amith, Today I
need you to take a few important action steps, OK? As you already know, prosecutors
and district attorneys are the gatekeepers of America’s criminal justice system. No
single person plays a larger role in the machine of mass incarceration. That’s why
when we see a bad actor in this system, we have to call them out. Today — that man is
Deputy District Attorney Michael Selyem of San Bernardino, California. He basically
runs the huge DA’s office there and prosecutes more people than anyone else in the
county. Let me tell you what he recently posted about Rep. Maxine Waters on social
media. I apologize in advance for the vulgarity. He said: *“Being a loud-mouthed cunt in
the ghetto you would think someone would have shot this bitch by now.”* Yeah. He
said that. To be clear, he doesn’t even deny it. He has a long history of being deeply
bigoted and offensive online. Those are his actual words. And this man is expected to
give equal and fair justice to all? To women? To communities of color? That’s
impossible. Any man who not only thinks like that, but is bold enough to share it
publicly, is a danger to us all. He should’ve been fired immediately! PERIOD. No man
who thinks and speaks like this needs to be a prosecutor of justice in this county. So
here’s what we’re going to do. We’re going to let the DA’s office know how we feel. 1.
Call them now @: (909) 382–3800

LISTS.CSBS.UTAH.EDU [ REPEAT]

The whole county is a hate culture. 

--
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San Bernardino County Behavioral Health
· Dec 7

The #holidays are not always happy. But 
DBH is still here to help. Call or text us to be 
connected with a specially trained 
behavioral health staff member. Free and 
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completely confidential. Available from 7 am 
to 10 pm daily, in English and Spanish. 

#covid #happyholidays
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The Science of Swearing - FUCK YOU ALL HATERS!
@Gruwup

Replying to 
@sbdbh

Doctor Kelley: We have an 
unusual imbalance here of 
your CRISIS TEAM 
understanding the complete 
needs of a citizen's 
REACHING OUT.  

Issues: 

(1) 
…tor-veronica-
kelley.fuckeduphuman.net/
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Gmail-Reaching… 

(2) 
…tor-veronica-
kelley.fuckeduphuman.net/
Gmail-Testimon… 

(3) 
…tor-veronica-
kelley.fuckeduphuman.net/
Knock-Knock-An… 

@sbsun
  
@SupervisorJosie
  
@DrVeronicaKell1
1:49 PM · Dec 18, 2020 · Twitter for Android

View Tweet activity

1
 Quote Tweet

The Science of Swearing - FUCK YOU ALL HATERS!
· Dec 18

Replying to 
@Gruwup
 
@sbdbh
 and 3 others
I am expecting someone who can represent 
a community public affairs confirmation of 
this issue and bring forward the pathway to 
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an active working agenda that is imperative 
to be adapted to needs of my individual 
mental health rebuilding of care/treatments 
for this real issue! TY

Index of /911-Text-Interface
Parent Directory
#[Reaching-Out]/ ( listen first )
Gmail-Reaching-Out-TruthFinderRelatives.pdf

Gmail-Reaching-Out-TruthfinderRelatives.ogg

dbh.sbcounty.gov - Crisis Team Support - #HugeFail/
[Quoted text hidden]

James Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 30, 2020 at 11:18 AM
To: support@instantcheckmate.com
Cc: Doctor Veronica Kelley - Director San Bernardino County Department of Behavioral Health
<vkelley@dbh.sbcounty.gov>

Why I am involving TruthFinder in this issue!

I would begin here: ( note the full url )

#[Reaching-Out]/ 
[Quoted text hidden]

James Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 30, 2020 at 5:01 PM
To: Tricha Williams <lwilliams116@humana.com>
Cc: This is BAR BUSINESS [ Attorney-Dale-Lee-Henderson@FuckedUpHuman.Net & perhaps the judge named
too ] <bar@sbcba.org>, LGBT Bar <info@lgbtbar.org>, Doctor Veronica Kelley - Director San Bernardino County
Department of Behavioral Health <vkelley@dbh.sbcounty.gov>, SupervisorGonzales@sbcounty.gov,
info@knightcolumbia.org, TruthFinder Help <help@truthfinder.com>

Dear Ms. Williams:

Below is correspondences directed to the Site of Truthfinder.com background report details and the SB
County director of the Department of Behavioral Health. 

Note there is mention about filing already made with the US Department of Justice  regarding those who
are involved in a conspiracy to violate my rights. 

Ms.  Williams that must also have to include you,  although you are currently not named. 

  please follow all links as a part of the representative needs in my Healthcare. 

http://fuckeduphuman.space/
http://fuckeduphuman.space/911-Text-Interface/%23%5bReaching-Out%5d/
http://fuckeduphuman.space/911-Text-Interface/Gmail-Reaching-Out-TruthFinderRelatives.pdf
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http://fuckeduphuman.space/911-Text-Interface/dbh.sbcounty.gov%20-%20Crisis%20Team%20Support%20-%20%23HugeFail/
http://fuckeduphuman.space/911-Text-Interface/%23%5bReaching-Out%5d/


 who will step forward and do the right thing for a change?

http://webdomains.realuphuman.net/humana.com/ 

Web data container Same as:

Http://humana.fuckeduphuman.space

http://humana.fuckeduphuman.space/LATRICHA-WILLIAMS-Thisangentcares.com/ 

Specific meme key url addressing:

http://hivintreatable.conspiracyexposedterminatesasap.stopgangstalking.iwillnotshutthefuckup.toget.
proper.honest.hivdoctorcare.i-will-die-first.humana.fuckeduphuman.space/LATRICHA-WILLIAMS-
Thisangentcares.com/ 

Index of /LATRICHA-WILLIAMS-
Thisangentcares.com

 Name                                                                           
Last modified      Size  Description

 Parent Directory                                                                   
-    

 ###[ 01 - Conflict Avoidance and Associated Problems ]/                        
2020-12-30 19:42    -    

 ###[ 02 - How To Overcome The Fear of Conflict - Teal Swan -]/                 
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 ###[ 03 - Conflict Avoidant - Must Terminate With This Hate Conspiracy ]-----/ 
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 LATRICHA-WILLIAMS-(Thisangentcares.com)-msg-123020-1-parts/                    
2020-12-30 16:19    -    
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[Quoted text hidden]

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> Wed, Dec 30, 2020 at 5:02 PM
To: inthemindway@gmail.com
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Message blocked

Your message to SupervisorGonzales@sbcounty.
gov has been blocked. See technical details
below for more information.

The response from the remote server was: 

550 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281)
[DM3GCC02FT008.eop-gcc02.prod.protection.outlook.com]

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: James Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com> 
To: Tricha Williams <lwilliams116@humana.com> 
Cc: "This is BAR BUSINESS [ Attorney-Dale-Lee-Henderson@FuckedUpHuman.Net & perhaps the judge
named too ]" <bar@sbcba.org>, LGBT Bar <info@lgbtbar.org>, Doctor Veronica Kelley - Director San
Bernardino County Department of Behavioral Health <vkelley@dbh.sbcounty.gov>,
SupervisorGonzales@sbcounty.gov, info@knightcolumbia.org, TruthFinder Help <help@truthfinder.com> 
Bcc:  
Date: Wed, 30 Dec 2020 17:01:55 -0800 
Subject: Fwd: TruthFinder Response 
----- Message truncated -----

James Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 30, 2020 at 5:05 PM
Draft

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: James Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Dec 30, 2020, 11:07 AM 
Subject: Re: TruthFinder Response 
To: <support@instantcheckmate.com> 

Dear 

Gwyneth
Customer Support

The information i submitted is related to Truthfinder but was not directly addressed To Truthfinder.  

You were included as a CC: as a connective reference to the content that was placed to find some
extensions to the number of contact persons to become publicly aware of the issues that are being
intentionally roadblocked by county and local authorities to include:  San Bernardino Police Department,

http://dm3gcc02ft008.eop-gcc02.prod.protection.outlook.com/
mailto:inthemindway@gmail.com
mailto:lwilliams116@humana.com
mailto:bar@sbcba.org
mailto:info@lgbtbar.org
mailto:vkelley@dbh.sbcounty.gov
mailto:SupervisorGonzales@sbcounty.gov
mailto:info@knightcolumbia.org
mailto:help@truthfinder.com
mailto:inthemindway@gmail.com
mailto:support@instantcheckmate.com


San Bernardino County District Attorney's Office and more specifically this recent directed content my
county health Department of Behavioral Health. 

Also includes history of my encounter of attempting to open a 911-Text-Interface to find another route
of.resolves. 
, 

I have been a long term paid member of TruthFinder. 

From this list... you might conclude to say this is a very serious matter, which it is. 

One of the reasons why truthfinder is incorporated into my life is so that I can verify new contacts seem to
get around all sorts of protocols 2 interfere as fraudulent communication intent that are sometimes rather
disturbing. 

I have a public address I need to have a forum for a correction to take place in my life. 

But there is no option here in this County. There is no option till what would seem to me normal is not
normal. 

What would seem to be effective officials doing what would be their jobs are not doing those jobs tasks. 

 Be cutoff from all kinds of effective communication is at the root of this problem.

There is a conspiracy here. 

Yes this has been submitted to the United States Department of Justice. 
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2.1M   
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Now I know once you mention that word "conspiracy" all hell goes against the person for just mirror that
speculation. 

But it's more than speculation. 

By knowing what I have put into presentation form... And that my connections with my Mike A Bires former
local police officer for the Azusa Police Department prior to his stint as a sort of celebrity status using the
name across social media as iSocialCop that gained notoriety enough for him to have been given a
popularity standing to establish a law enforcement educational program on the legal and appropriate
established interfaces to the public for on social media called ( http://lawenforcement.social ), 
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I live am I now hometown San Bernardino once again. 

I have been encapsulated in a scheme be a targeted individual of gang stalking for 15 years in a perpetual
state of homelessness 

This started in 2005 in Oakland California and it has traveled with me region to region as I attempt to re-
establish services and Doctor provider care in HIV and housing and HIV  government programs. 

Now why should you care? 

Let us first establish the Main phone number for the San Bernardino County District Attorney's office for
which now Mike Bires is the public relations official. 

And then perform a truthfinder report on that main district attorneys Office number!

Check the numbers on yourself this is the absolute truth. 

San Bernardino County District Attorney's Office
1.7 (24)
County Government Office

(909) 382-3800
Phone number

https://www.truthfinder.com/dashboard/reports/9093823800 

 you will link to your own sites reports right?

TITLE

Re: [Marxism] California Prosecutor Called Maxine Waters a ‘Loud Mouthed C-Word in
the Ghetto.’ His New Boss Calls it ‘Salty’ Language

PREVIEW

Shaun King, the black rights activist, sent this out through his organization earlier.
There are some e-mail addresses to send complaints. I sent an e-mail. Amith, Today I
need you to take a few important action steps, OK? As you already know, prosecutors
and district attorneys are the gatekeepers of America’s criminal justice system. No
single person plays a larger role in the machine of mass incarceration. That’s why
when we see a bad actor in this system, we have to call them out. Today — that man is
Deputy District Attorney Michael Selyem of San Bernardino, California. He basically
runs the huge DA’s office there and prosecutes more people than anyone else in the
county. Let me tell you what he recently posted about Rep. Maxine Waters on social
media. I apologize in advance for the vulgarity. He said: *“Being a loud-mouthed cunt in
the ghetto you would think someone would have shot this bitch by now.”* Yeah. He

https://www.google.com/search?biw=360&bih=560&sxsrf=ALeKk013K0UBATMSMYOnUbhA5rkKFpc6GQ%3A1609353454348&ei=7sjsX6zhFMX_-gTf5p-YAg&q=San+Bernardino+County+District+Attorney%27s+Office+phone&oq=San+Bernardino+County+District+Attorney%27s+Office+phone&gs_lcp=ChNtb2JpbGUtZ3dzLXdpei1zZXJwEAMyBQghEKABOgQIABBHOgsIABDHARCvARDJAzoICAAQxwEQrwE6BggAEBYQHjoFCCEQqwI6CAghEBYQHRAeOgcIIRAKEKABUIcjWKgzYMs-aABwAXgAgAGWBIgBkw2SAQswLjEuMy4xLjAuMZgBAKABAcgBCMABAQ&sclient=mobile-gws-wiz-serp#
https://www.truthfinder.com/dashboard/reports/9093823800


said that. To be clear, he doesn’t even deny it. He has a long history of being deeply
bigoted and offensive online. Those are his actual words. And this man is expected to
give equal and fair justice to all? To women? To communities of color? That’s
impossible. Any man who not only thinks like that, but is bold enough to share it
publicly, is a danger to us all. He should’ve been fired immediately! PERIOD. No man
who thinks and speaks like this needs to be a prosecutor of justice in this county. So
here’s what we’re going to do. We’re going to let the DA’s office know how we feel. 1.
Call them now @: (909) 382–3800

LISTS.CSBS.UTAH.EDU [ REPEAT]

The whole county is a hate culture. 
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San Bernardino County Behavioral Health
· Dec 7

The #holidays are not always happy. But 
DBH is still here to help. Call or text us to be 
connected with a specially trained 
behavioral health staff member. Free and 
completely confidential. Available from 7 am 
to 10 pm daily, in English and Spanish. 

#covid #happyholidays

2
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The Science of Swearing - FUCK YOU ALL HATERS!
@Gruwup

Replying to 
@sbdbh

Doctor Kelley: We have an 
unusual imbalance here of 
your CRISIS TEAM 
understanding the complete 
needs of a citizen's 
REACHING OUT.  

Issues: 

(1) 
…tor-veronica-
kelley.fuckeduphuman.net/
Gmail-Reaching… 

(2) 
…tor-veronica-
kelley.fuckeduphuman.net/
Gmail-Testimon… 

(3) 
…tor-veronica-
kelley.fuckeduphuman.net/
Knock-Knock-An… 

@sbsun
  
@SupervisorJosie
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https://mobile.twitter.com/SupervisorJosie


  
@DrVeronicaKell1
1:49 PM · Dec 18, 2020 · Twitter for Android

View Tweet activity

1
 Quote Tweet

The Science of Swearing - FUCK YOU ALL HATERS!
· Dec 18

Replying to 
@Gruwup
 
@sbdbh
 and 3 others
I am expecting someone who can represent 
a community public affairs confirmation of 
this issue and bring forward the pathway to 
an active working agenda that is imperative 
to be adapted to needs of my individual 
mental health rebuilding of care/treatments 
for this real issue! TY

Index of /911-Text-Interface
Parent Directory
#[Reaching-Out]/ ( listen first )
Gmail-Reaching-Out-TruthFinderRelatives.pdf

Gmail-Reaching-Out-TruthfinderRelatives.ogg

dbh.sbcounty.gov - Crisis Team Support - #HugeFail/

On Mon, Dec 21, 2020, 5:26 PM <support@instantcheckmate.com> wrote: 
December 21, 2020
Reference Email: inthemindway@gmail.com
 
Dear Martin, 
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Thank you for reaching out. I’d like to provide you with assistance, but I’m unclear of what the issue is
based on the information you provided. Please provide more details regarding your issue, or you can call
our Customer Support team at 1-800-699-8081. We are available to assist you during regular business
hours, from 7:00am -  7:00pm Pacific time (10:00am - 10:00am Eastern time) Monday - Friday (Holiday
hours may vary.)
 
Respectfully,
 
Gwyneth
Customer Support

 
DISCLAIMER: You may not use our service or the information it provides to make decisions about consumer
credit, employment, insurance, tenant screening, or any other purpose that would require FCRA compliance.
TruthFinder does not provide consumer reports and is not a consumer reporting agency. (These terms have
special meanings under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 USC 1681 et seq., ("FCRA"), which are incorporated
herein by reference.) The information available on our website may not be 100% accurate, complete, or up to date,
so do not use it as a substitute for your own due diligence, especially if you have concerns about a person's
criminal history. TruthFinder does not make any representation or warranty about the accuracy of the information
available through our website or about the character or integrity of the person about whom you inquire. For more
information, please review TruthFinder Terms of Use.
 

On December 16, 2020, 10:43 AM PST help@mg2.truthfinder.com wrote: 
 
Dear TruthFinder Customer,
 
In response to COVID-19, we continue to make support of our customers and associates a top
priority. We’re working closely with our communities, government officials, and local entities to
ensure the well-being of our associates, as well as keep our communities healthy and safe.  
 
Staffing at our customer service centers has been impacted, and as a result, there will be
delays in email response time and our customer support lines.  Therefore, we have
established a method where you can check updated email processing times. Simply follow
this link.  All requests will be processed as of the date that they were received.
 
Our regular hours of operation are daily from 7am - 7pm Pacific time (10am - 10pm Eastern
time) Monday - Friday (holiday hours may vary). We appreciate your patience during this time
and hope that you and your family members remain safe. 
 
Try our Help site for general questions and common help topics.
 
Respectfully,
TruthFinder Support
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